AECOM

Built to deliver a better world.

Arcadis is the leading global Design & Consultancy firm for natural and built assets. Providing Buildings, Environment, Infrastructure, and Water consulting services to a wide range of public and private sector clients including the US Department of Defense in Europe. www.arcadis.com

AWR Abbruch GmbH https://www.awr-abbruch.de

Black & Veatch is an employee-owned, global leader in building critical human infrastructure in Energy, Water, Telecommunications and Government Services. Since 1915, we have helped our clients improve the lives of people in over 100 countries through consulting, engineering, construction, operations and program management. www.bv.com

Bryan International is the international subsidiary of Bryan Construction from Colorado, a premier contractor for commercial and US Federal construction. We’ve earned clients’ respect by delivering projects on time and within budget and are presently performing projects in Europe, the Middle East, and Africa. www.bryanconstruction.com

Buchart-Horn GmbH is a multi-disciplined, full service architecture, engineering, environmental, construction inspection, project management and planning firm. The firm is located in Eschborn near Frankfurt and maintains a staff of 30 employees who serve the A-E services needs of the US and German government and other public and private clients/ agencies. www.bucharthorn.com

Cardno is a professional infrastructure and environmental services company, with expertise in the development and improvement of physical and social infrastructure for communities around the world. Cardno’s team includes leading professionals who plan, design, manage and deliver sustainable projects and community programs. www.cardnotec.com

CDM Smith provides lasting and integrated solutions in water, environment, transportation, energy and facilities to public and private clients worldwide. www.cdmsmith.com

COPLAN AG is an independent and employee-owned engineering company, headquartered in Germany. We develop both general design solutions and those specific to each contracting discipline. www.coplan-online.de

EMC Kampfmittelbeseitigungs GmbH https://www.emc-kampfmittelbeseitigung.de

Exp Federal is a wholly owned subsidiary company of exp U.S. Services, Inc. with the sole mission of providing U.S. Federal clients best-in-class services in the architecture, engineering, operations and maintenance, and mission critical support services domain. We have a solid 50-year history supporting U.S. Federal missions both across the country and around the globe including OCONUS war zone environs. www.expfederal.com

Golder is a leading, specialized, global employee-owned engineering and consulting firm with over a half century of successful services to its clients. Golder’s 6,000 professionals offer unique skills to address the ever-evolving challenges that earth, environment and energy present to clients and their projects across the world’s major industries. www.golder.com

As we celebrate 100 years, we continue to offer engineering, architecture, environmental, construction, and mission-critical services to our Federal and local clients throughout the European theatre. www.hdrcinc.com

HYDRODATA GmbH provides contaminated sites investigation and remediation; environmental consulting and information systems; demolition and disposal planning and supervision; geotechnical site assessment; occupational health & safety. www.hydrodata.de

Jacobs is a premier global consulting, design, engineering, construction, operations & maintenance and technical services firm delivering advanced solutions for a more connected, sustainable world. We serve a diverse range of companies and organizations, including industrial, commercial and government clients across multiple markets and geographies. www.jacobs.com

Leading provider of full life cycle professional and technical services to the US government including operations, engineering, technology, program support and life and physical science. www.kbr.com

Mason & Hanger, established in 1827, is dedicated to providing master planning, architectural and engineering services specializing in global design of secure, mission-driven facilities, proudly serving as a partner to the United States Government for nearly two centuries. www.masonhanger.com

Michael Baker International. Michael Baker International, a leading provider of engineering and consulting services, including design, planning, architectural, environmental, construction and program management, has been solving some of the world’s most complex infrastructure challenges for nearly 80 years with a legacy of expertise, experience, innovation and integrity. www.mbaerkerintl.com

OBG Engineering supports international clients from industry and government organizations – especially US Forces - with their construction projects in Germany. This covers special engineering, infrastructure, design-build, turnkey and green building. www.obg-engineering.com

For over 20 years REASeurow supports with all possible issues involving explosives by providing advice, training and operational support by means of detection and clearance of unexploded ordnance (UXO) as well as improvised explosive devices (IEDs). www.reaseuro.com

RS&H began in 1941 to meet the needs of the war effort and has been providing services to the Department of Defense for over 75 years. RS&H provides fully integrated architecture, engineering, and consulting services to federal, public, and private clients. RS&H provides value-added solutions to their clients in aerospace, aviation, defense, education, corporate, health, science, and transportation markets. www.rsah.com

At Siemens, the Building Technologies Division believes in helping you create the perfect place. Safe, reliable, and energy-efficient buildings and infrastructure provide the perfect place to learn, to develop, to succeed, to achieve your mission. www.siemens.com

A focal point for orders of U.S. government agencies in Germany and Europe – SKE International GmbH leads all companies of the SKE Group which are exclusively working on U.S. government jobs and other jobs on the American market. https://vinci-facilities.de/partner/ske-international/gmbh

For more than 75 years, Stanley Consultants has served U.S. federal military and civilian government agencies in support of military realignments, contingency operations, disaster and post-war reconstruction and humanitarian efforts. We provide trusted support around the globe, serving as an extension of the U.S. federal government. www.stanleyconsultants.com

TRC Europe with our partners, Cornelsen and Midrocs, offer unparalleled experience performing in situ thermal remediation of volatile and semi-volatile organic compounds in soil, groundwater and bedrock. www.trs.com

USIDC’s expertise is the design, delivery, and maintenance of secure facilities, command and control centers, and classified networks in the OCONUS domain to DoD and other federal customers. www.usidc.com

Ways & Freytag Ingenieurbau is a German engineering and construction services firm with extensive expertise and experience in environmental and civil engineering, building and turn-key renovations. www.wf-ib.de

Weston is a premier provider of environmental and infrastructure support services. Our singular focus is on understanding our clients’ business demands and applying our greatest capabilities to solve their most complex challenges. With an unwavering pledge to our clients and the environment, we continue in the tradition of Weston’s heritage. www.westonsolutions.com

WOULLF & Müller Government Services GmbH & Co KG www.wollf-mueller.de

Wood delivers comprehensive services across the complete asset life cycle from concept to decommissioning in a diverse range of markets. The rich heritage of our established organisations makes us a respected global presence, combining unrivalled technical knowledge and outstanding delivery. www.woodside.com

Woodlert’s in-house fusion of architecture, engineering and geospatial (AEG) services creates innovative and robust solutions for our clients’ complex challenges. We stand out from the competition, not only because we have been in business for more than a century, but also because we know that applying geospatial services to traditional AE projects can generate extraordinary value. www.woollpert.com

WSP USA is the U.S. operating company of WSP, one of the world’s leading engineering and professional services firms. We are engineers, planners, technical experts, strategic advisors and construction management professionals who design lasting solutions in the buildings, transportation, energy, water and environment markets. www.wsp.com